ABSTRACT
BEMIS, Peter F. Recreational parks developed
over selected sanitary landfills in Wisconsin.
M.S. in Recreation and Park Administratio~
1982. 47 p. (Dr. Ernest Hartmann)
The problems and solutions to the problems of recreational parks that
have been developed over selected sanitary landfills were studied. One
representative site from each of four districts of the Department of
Natural Resources responded to an interviewed questionnaire format.
Results determined that present design techniques for construction of
shelters and installation of utility lines are adequate. Respondents
identified differential settlement of grounds and inability to estab
lish trees and shrubs as prevalent problems. Solutions to settlement
inc~uded filling, recontouring, and reseeding.
Solutions to estab
lishing plantings included ventilation of gases, construction of
retaining walls to control gases, provision of adequate soil for plant
ings, and selection of tolerant species. Recommendations include:
complete a geological survey of the site to plan for treatment of
leachate contamination of subsurface water, install monitor wells to
determine subsurface water contamination, control methane gas to
supply energy and heat, allow for use of adjacent lands to support
buildings and groupings of trees and reduce the amount of wastedepos
ited in a sanitary landfill by means of recycling, composting , and
clean air incineration to decrease costs and make best use of sanitary
landfills.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The multiple use of recreation and park facilities is a practice
that proves beneficial in serving the many leisure desires of people.
In the spectrum of leisure activities, football fields are used for
soccer and band competitions.

A gymnasium supports activities ranging

from volleyball to archery practice to dancing to roller skating.
Baseball fields feature a variety of players in different age groupings
and sexes; in addition, the fields support softball, circuses, fairs,
and football.

Open play fields support activities such as rugby,

lacros~s,

soccer, field hockey, polo, frisbee, New Games, and human

checkers.

The development of recreational parks over sanitary land

fills provides space for many of these activities.

Many productive

locations can be reclaimed for a variety of recreation and beautifi
cation functions if proper sanitary landfill methods are emphasized
(Lutzier, 1973).
One of the nation's problems is managing the volume of solid
waste being produced on a daily basis (Griggs and Gilchrist, 1977).
To be economical and manageable, sanitary landfills should be acces
sible and centrally located.

Such focalization is advantageous to

later conversion to park and recreational use (Lutzier, 1973).

The

multiple use of sanitary landfill sites planned and developed for
recreational park use is a method that has benefited the people of our
nation by a double means:

(a) safe disposal of our solid waste, and

(b) development of recreational parks.
1
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Statement of the Problem
General Problem
This study attempted to identify how specific sites in Wisconsin
have dealt with the problems and solutions of development of recrea
tional parks over selected sanitary landfills.
Specific Problems
1.

Determine if subsurface leachate contamination was a continu

ing problem and if so what solutions were implemented.

Further, to

determine if leachate acts as a corrosive agent to deteriorate utili
ties, e. g., pipes and cables.
2.

Determine if differential settling at the sanitary landfill

was a continuing problem and if so what solutions were implemented.
Further, to determine if:

(a) settlement of deposited waste damages

underground utilities, (b) differential settlement results in a change
in established contours of the grounds, and (c) differential settlement
results in damage to buildings, e.g., cracked walls and foundations.
3.

Determine if gaseous release at the sanitary landfills was a

continuing problem and if so what solutions were implemented.
to determine if:

Further,

(a) combustion or explosion of gases is present at

the selected sites, (b) lateral movement of the gases causes damage out
side the selected sites, and (c) gases present result in a lack of
established mature vegetation, i.e., shrubs and trees.
Need for the Study
The increasing amounts of solid waste being generated by the nation
coupled with the limited amounts of resources for acquisition of park
lands have resulted in serious problems.

The solution to the problem of
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where to put waste by an ecologically safe means has turned to properly
designed sanitary landfills.

The solution to the problem of acquisition

of parklands may be development over closed-out sanitary landfills.
There is a need to address the problems and solutions to the problems
of multipurpose sites, i.e., recreational parks over sanitary landfills.
These problems have not been addressed in the State of Wisconsin.

Future

considerations for the multiple use of facilities need to have these
problems addressed.
On a national basis, over 15,000 landfills were included in Waste
Ages survey (Eldredge, 1978).

Approximately 3,000 to 5,000 landfills

are required to restock closed-out landfills yearly, based on the criter
ia that each landfill has a 3 to 5-year lifespan (Eldredge, 1978).

The

number of open dumps is not known; however, one estimate states that of
90,000 recognized landfill sites, 12,000 could be classified as sani
tary or modified sanitary (Environmental Outlooks, 1980).
The State of Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources has identi
fied 1,196 landfills since the establishment of a state level regulatory
program in 1967 (Wisconsin Solid Waste, 1981).

A 10-county study of

south central Wisconsin identified 163 sites, of which 59 were specified
sanitary landfills (Zaporozec, 1974).

Certainly, with the increasing

amount of waste generated by our population, there is an ever-increasing
need for disposal sites both nationally and in the State of Wisconsin.
In relation to the need for solid waste disposal sites, there have
been severe cutbacks in state and federal funding for the purpose of
recreational park land purchase and development.

Wisconsin's Governor

Dreyfus stated that parks and recreation is not a priority field and is
subsequently pulling money out of development funds (A Talk, 1982).
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The twofold purpose of solid waste disposal and recreational park
development would double the benefits to our population of users.
Mutual planning and development of these multiple use sites aid the
purposes of both sanitary landfills and recreational parks.
Assumptions
1.

It was assumed that those individuals interviewed at the

selected sites were knowledgeable about the specific site.
2.

It was assumed that those individuals interviewed responded

in a truthful and thor?ugh manner.
Limitations
The study had the following limitations:
1.

The study was limited to one site visitation and one interview

in each of four of the Department of Natural Resources geographic dis
tricts of the State of Wisconsin.
2.

One site within each of the four districts was selected on the

ability of the researcher to identify sanitary landfills with a recrea
tional park over the landfill.
3.

The site which serves the greater population was selected in

districts where more than one site was identified.
4.

The interview was completed by the local personnel most knowl

edgeable of the planning and development of the site.

5.

The site with the more detailed background was chosen in cities

where more than one site was appropriate.
6.

The site encompassing the larger acreage was chosen when the

background information was similar.
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Definition of Terms
Aerobically - able to live and grow where free oxygen is present.
Anaerobically - able to live and grow wihout oxygen.
Differential Settling - change in contours of a landfill site due
to waste decomposition.

The lowering in contours could be in random

spots or overall, depending on composition of waste.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - federal agency responsible
for environmental controls including air, water, and land pollution.
Gases - gases present at sanitary landfill sites due to anaerobic
degradation of materials, primarily methane (CH 4 ) and carbon dioxide (C02).
Landfill - a disposal site for refuse on land.
Leachate - liquid that has passed through the solid waste in a dis
posal site and has accumulated various contaminants that could be mixed
with the ground water levels.
Modified Sanitary Landfill - similar to a sanitary landfill but the
cover of earth over waste is performed on a weekly or bi-weekly basis.
Natural Renovation - refers to the ability of the earth to purify
leachate naturally as it filters through the soil.
Par~

- an area of land and/or water reserved to preserve the natu

ral setting and protect the flora and fauna.
Recreational Park - a park setting which incorporates developed
facilities for the purpose of active or passive recreation use.
Sanitary Landfill - a disposal site of refuse on land emphasizing
health and safety factors, to confine the refuse to the smallest prac
tical area by compaction, and to cover it with a layer of earth at the
conclusion of each day's operation, or at more frequent intervals when
necessary.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The review of related literature presented in this chapter has been
divided into six sections:

(a) the purpose of sanitary landfill sites,

(b) advantages of sanitary landfill sites, (c) relationship of sanitary
landfills to recreational parks, including national and state examples,
(d) problems associated with sanitary landfills, (e) potential solutions
to problems associated' with landfills, and (f) summary.
Purpose of Sanitary Landfills
It is an essential element of any solid waste program that landfilling is the method of disposing of waste materials.

Sanitary land

fill procedures are generally the most inexpensive and acceptable
disposal method today (Technical Guide, 1972).
Sanitary landfilling is an engineering method of dispos
ing of solid wastes on land by spreading them in thin layers,
compacting them to the smallest practical volume, and cover
ing them with soil each working day in a manner that protects
the enyironment. By definition, no burning of solid waste
occurs at a sanitary landfill. A sanitary landfill is not
only an acceptable and economic method of solid waste disposal,
it is also an excellent way to make otherwise unsuitable or
marginable land valuable.

(Brunner and Keller, 1972, p. 2)

The purpose and definition quoted from the American Society of Civil
Engineers is:
Sanitary landfill is a method of disposing of refuse on
land without creating nuisances or hazards to public health
or safety, by utilizing the principles of engineering to con
fine the refuse to the smallest practical area, to reduce it
to the smallest practical volume, and to cover it with a layer
of earth at the conclusion of each day's operation or at such
more frequent intervals as may be necessary. (Zanoni, 1971, p. 3)
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The points of main emphasis in solid waste management of sanitary
landfills, as stated by the related literature,. are:
finement, safety and health, and daily cover.

compaction, con

The daily cover is the

point which is the main emphasis from other means of disposal.

This

daily cover serves to control pest problems, confines undesirable odors,
limits the amount of waste paper and debris in the area, and improves
the visual appearance.

The daily cover also protects the refuse from

direct precipitation and the consequent surface drainage of polluted
substances (Griggs and Gilchrist, 1977).
The main purpose of sanitary landfill is to confine the waste in a
healthful and safe manner.
pose.
waste

Several studies cite the need for this pur

The American society has been increasing the amount of generated
~t

a substantial level.

Increased amounts of waste stress the in

creased need for methods of disposal such as the sanitary landfill.
The American people generate some 4 billion tons of solid waste
every year according to the Environmental Protection Agency which in
cludes some 145 million tons of municipal waste (Environmental Outlooks
cites EPA Activities, 1979).

Municipal refuse estimated at over 150

million tons per year could be converted to the energy equivalent of
200 million barrels of crude oil using available technology (EPA Annual
Report, 1978).

As the urban population of America increases, approxi

mately 630 metric tons of solid waste is produced each day (Griggs and
Gilchrist, 1977).

The severity of this ever increasing problem was

discussed in relation to a report of the National Solid Waste Survey:
The average amount of solid waste collected in the United
States is over 5.3 pounds per person per day, or more than 190
million tons per year. According to predictions, these values
will increase to 8 pounds per person per day and 340 million
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tons by the year 1985. The amount of waste actually generated
is considerably more than this, amounting in 1967 to 10 pounds
of household, commercial, and industrial wastes for every man,
woman and child per day, totaling over 360 million tons per year.
The current annual expenditure to handle and dispose of these
wastes in the country is estimated at $4.5 billion per year
(Zanoni cites National Solid Waste Survey, 1968).
On the state level, it has been determined that 9,330,601 tons per
year of total waste is generated by a population of 4,685,066 in the
state of Wisconsin (Wisconsin Solid Waste, 1981).
j'

I
I

The total waste

amount includes 2,484,132 tons per year of residential solid waste
which is disposed of at approved sanitary landfills.

Cost for this

collection and disposal in the state of Wisconsin has increased by 69%
from the years 1974-78 (Wisconsin Solid Waste, 1981).
Statistics have shown that the ever increasing amounts of generated
waste, both on national and state levels, is an

iS~Je

that has become

of great concern to the regulating agencies, and to the people.
Advantages of Sanitary Landfills
The sanitary landfill is currently the most efficient means of waste
disposal when all factors are considered.

This improved disposal method

was developed in the 1920's so as to protect human health and the envi
ronment at a reasonable cost (Reindl, 1977).

Finding that it cost between

$7 and $13 to burn a ton of garbage, the City of

Virg;n;~ Re~ch.

Virginia,

disposed of their garbage at a sanitary landfill for $1 a ton (Wam$ley,
1973).

Acceptable alternatives to a sanitary landfill can cost as much

as $300 per ton compared to the current cost of $5 per ton (Environmental
Outlooks, 1980).
The daily cover of a sanitary landfill reduces the chance of open
fires which along with incineration of waste adds to air pollution.

In
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addition, incineration reduces the amount of municipal refuse by about
75% with the remaining 25% to be deposited at a. sanitary landfill
(Zanoni, 1971).

Also to be added to the cost of incineration is the

transportation cost of the final residue, while a sanitary landfill is
the final disposal site (Griggs and Gilchrist, 1977).
Benefits that a sanitary landfill has over the alternative disposal
means of an open dump include:

control of vermin, greatly reduced possi

bility of pathogenic organisms, greater aesthetic value, better odor
control, reduced litter and the subsequent cleanup costs (Technical
Guide, 1973).
Other advantages of a sanitary landfill are:

initial investment is

low compared to other disposal methods, final disposal method compared to
incineration or composting, a landfill can be

operc~ional

in a short time,

and flexibility of a landfill in terms of increasing the capabilities.
Another disposal means, ocean dumping, was formerly an alternative
to sanitary landfill but has recently been banned.
In some areas, land values are so high that the cost of
land disposal of solid waste is prohibitive. Certain cities,
like New York and Philadelphia, currently dispose of a portion
of their municipal waste by ocean dumping. The banning of
ocean dumping,effective in 1981, could force such cities to
increase recycling of wastes and to utilize other more expen
sive methods. Nonetheless, land disposal will probably be
used as a primary method to dispose of solid waste in these
areas (Environmental Outlooks, 1980, p. 508).
This ban on ocean dumping puts added emphasis on the use of landfills
to accommodate the increasing waste problem and stresses the need for
sanitary landfills.

However, the greatest advantage of sanitary land

fills over other means of disposal is the ability to reclaim the land
after close out of the landfill (Brunner and Keller, 1973 1 and Technical
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Guide, 1973).

This ability to reclaim the land is the point of mUltiple

use with recreation park development that results in the greatest bene
fits.
Relationship of Sanitary Landfills to Recreational Parks
The process of design of sanitary landfills emphasizes that the
design firm acknowledge and plan for an end use of any site.

The

designer should recommend a specific use of the site after the landfill
is completed (Brunner and Keller, 1973).

End use planning is an essen

tial part of the science and/or art of design of waste control (Eldredge,
1978).

.

Perhaps the best design preparation for future use of a landfill

of solid waste is to know before the operation begins what the eventual
use will be (Lutton, Regan, and Jones, 1978).

The importance of estab

lishing the end use of any landfill site is vital to the success of that
pre-established use.
In many instances of planned end use, the landfill site will be
developed for a compatible use, i.e., recreational parks.

Conversion

to recreational areas or other non-structured usage has been considered
an acceptable end for completed landfill site in urban areas (Leone,
Flower, Gilman, and Arthur, 1979).

Economic benefits for sanitary land

fills show that the site should be centrally located and accessible which
also benefits later conversion to park and recreation use (Lutzin, 1973).
Completed landfills are often developed as ski slopes, toboggan runs,
coasting hills, ball fields, golf courses, amphitheaters, playgrounds,
and parks (Brunner and Keller, 1972).

The tendency for many years has

been to think of landfills for use as parks (Lutton, et aI, 1978).
The conversion of sanitary landfill sites for recreational park use
has proved dominant in end uses of land fills.
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Over half of the nation's completed sanitary landfills
have been developed as recreational sites, according to a
nationwide survey conducted over the past two years by the
National Solid Waste Managements Associations Institute of
Waste Technology. According to the survey, 51.8% of completed
landfills surveyed were developed for recreation. (Most
landfills become, p. 58, 1976).
One estimate states that of 90,000 recognized land disposal sites,
only 12,000 could be classified as sanitary or modified sanitary (Envi
ronmental Outlooks cites Pollution Control Technology, 1973).

Based on

the two aforementioned studies, there are approximately 6,000 landfill
sites that could have been converted to recreational park use in the
nation.
The development of recreational parks over landfill sites has been
prevalent across the nation including the state of Wisconsin.

In magni

tude of development o..,d in creati vi ty of end use, many recreational
functions have benefited people as a result of multiple use of a land
fill site.
Belle Isle in Detroit Michigan enlarged to 1,000 acres and is
presently one of the country's larger parks.
developed over a landfill (Belle Isle, 1978).

It has, in part, been
Mount Trashmore Park in

Virginia Beach, Virginia is 87 acres of sanitary landfill which now
supports a 5,000 seat amphitheater, soap box derby ramp, tennis courts,
trails, and a man-made lake for recreational use (Beck and Huggins, 1976).
Ski enthusiasts climb landfill sites turned parks at Arlington Heights,
Illinois and Evanston, Illinois (Make sanitary landfills, 1975).

The

DuPage County Forest Preserve District in suburban Chicago has forged a
ski hill, toboggan runs, skeet shooting area, trails, campgrounds, and
a 55-acre lake to finish their landfill-to-ski-hill project (Landfill to
Ski Hills, 1976).

Eugene, Oregon received a one-block-wide, six-blocks
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long 20-acre site that connects existing city parks to link trails for
jogging and bicycling out of their landfill (Light Standards, 1976).
The Detwiller Municipal Golf Course in Toledo, Ohio has been fashioned
out of a landfill site (Duane, 1973).
The American Society of Golf Course Architects has stated that
their organization feels that much of the country's useless land can be
put into productive use through new technology in the area of landfill
courses (Duane, 1973).
Fort Worth, Texas has plans to develop landfill sites of 200 acres,
92 acres, and 70 acres for recreation areas complete with athletic
fields and related facilities (Make your landfill, 1978).

The Town of

Brookhaven on Long Island, New York has developed a 400-acre site for
public recreation including a 10-run ski bowl over the landfill ('_ong
Island, 1975).

The South Coast Botanic Garden on California's Palos

Verde Peninsula reports tremendous success as a wildlife refuge and
garden, and landfills have been transformed into golf courses at St.
Petersburg, Florida and Mission Valley, California (Eldredge, 1978).
The City of New York reports numerous park sites that have been devel
oped over landfills including sites in the Queens, Brooklyn, the Bronx,
and Staten Island (Eldredge, 1982).
The state of Wisconsin is not without landfill sites that have been
developed for recreational use.

Hartford, Racine, West Bend, and Mani

towoc support recreational facilities that have been supported in part
by federal assistance over landfill sites (Perkofski, 1981).

The city

of Oshkosh features a ski hill, playground equipment and ball fields at
Red Arrow Park which has been established over a landfill site (Kraemer,
1982).

Demetral Park of the city of Madison is one of several sites
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in the city which is a recreational park over a sanitary landfill
(Bradley, 1982).

Milwaukee County Parks featur.e several recreational

areas over landfill sites, including Baran Park which has athletic
fields and a restroom facility (Koegel, 1982).

The city of La Crosse

has established Carrol Field over a landfill site (Caffrey, 1982).
Waste Management of Wisconsin has completed an area at Germantown,
Wisconsin to be used for soccer fields over a closed sanitary landfill
(Phillippi, 1982).
In addition to the previously mentioned developed sites, the cities
of Green Bay, Eau Claire, Rice Lake, Spencer, Ladysmith, Rothschild, and
Stoughton are in the developmental stages of recreational parks over
landfills as identified by this writer.
Problems Associated with Landfills
Essentially there are three main areas of concern associated with
development of recreational parks over sanitary landfills.
cerns are:

These con

contamination of subsurface water by leachate, differential

settlement, and resulting influences of gases.
Contamination of subsurface water is due to anaerobic decomposition
conditions.

The resulting material is termed leachate.

Under anaerobic conditions, carbon dioxide is produced

and with water forms a weak acid. This acid acts on metals
and other soluble ions which are then incorporated into
leachate, or the fluid that has passed through the refuse and
accumulated various contaminants. (Griggs and Gilchrist, p. 356,
1977)
When rainfall increases, the amount of water moving through the
landfill increases the degree of leaching, thereby increasing the
amount of contaminants, or leachate.

It is a basic premise that the

groundwater and the deposited solid waste do not interact (Brunner and
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Keller, 1972).

1

I

In the event of a rising groundwater level, or if a

landfill site goes below the groundwater level, the leachate becomes
part of the groundwater and will flow in the same system.

These con

taminants can be enough to pollute the water so as to make it unsafe
to drink (Reindl, 1977).
Differential settlement is a second factor that could potentially
cause a variety of concerns at a recreational park developed over a
sanitary landfill.

One such concern is settling of waste so as to break,

bend, or harm the utility continuity, e.g., pipelines, cables (Eldredge,
1978).

Another potential concern is differential settling which involves

a drop in contours at any spot or area on the site (Technical Guide, 1973).
The amount of settling depends on the waste material, the compaction
achieved and the volume of waste

di~~osed

(Brunner and Keller, 1972).

Settling could result in cracked foundations, floors, walls and ceilings
at any building site that has not taken the necessary precautions
(Bradley, 1982).

Due to the many factors involved, a fill may settle as

much as 33% (Brunner and Keller cite Refuse Volume, 1959).
Landfill gases are produced during decomposition of the waste at the
site.

These gases result in a third concern for recreational park sites.
When the refuse is first placed in the landfill, it is

intermixed with oxygen.

There~ore,

the initial decomposition

takes place aerobically, resulting mostly in the generation
of water vapor and carbon dioxide. However, this oxygen is
soon consumed, and since the refuse is deposited with compac
tion and covered with soil, there is minimal opportunity for
new air to move into the refuse. This results in anaerobic
degradation of the refuse, whereby methane and carbon dioxide
are produced. (Flower, Leone, Gilman, and Arthur, p. 218, 1977)
Specialists claim that generation of gases can continue until all
biodegradable material is consumed, which could take 40 to 50 years
(Caffrey, 1979).

One of the concerns associated with this long-lasting
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problem is that of potential fire or explosion (Reindl, 1977; Envi
ronmental Outlook, 1980).

When in confined

spa~es

such as rooms, sumps,

or buildings, methane is combustible and can explode.

There must be a

5 to 15% methane compaction for this to occur (Flower, et aI, 1977).
Another concern dealing with gases is the possibility of lateral
movement of the gases beyond the limits of the landfill site.

When the

mixtures of adjacent soils are horizontal layers of sand and gravel
interspersed with clay layers, distance of migration may be greatest
(Flowers, et aI, 1977).

The gases seek the easiest route, i.e., porous

materials, to travel beyond the boundaries of the landfill thereby
damaging plants and possibly causing fires or explosions in nearby
buildings.

At a site bordering a landfill site in Cinnaminson, New

Jersey, gases have migrated more

th~~

800 feet over a period of 5 years

(Flowers, et aI, 1977) causing the death of crops.
The third area of concern dealing with gases at a landfill site is
the damage and death of vegetation (Brunner and Keller, 1972; Leone, et
aI, 1979; Reindl, 1977).

These gases may continue to be produced for

years after closeout of the landfill, thereby damaging vegetation for a
like number of years (Lutton, et aI, 1978).

Response to a survey by

Rutgers University stated that of 471 nationwide sites reporting, 30%
said they had some sort of vegetation growth problem (Flowers, et aI,
1977) .
Although methane has not been reported to be toxic to the
vegetation per se; it is possible that, combined with the car
bon dioxide it can remove oxygen from the root zone of the
vegetation by direct displacement and/or by utilization by
methane consuming bacteria. The end result is a very low or
zero oxygen tension in the root zone of the vegetation, which
could be toxic to the vegetation. (Flowers, et aI, 1977, p. 218)

The studies have shown that the presence of a high concentration
of combustible gases in the soil atmosphere is associated with poor
health and the eventual demise of vegetation (Flowers, et al, 1977).
The potential problems of gases have been shown to adversely affect
landfill sites that have been developed for recreational park use by
explosion or combustion, subsurface lateral movement, and demise of
vegetation.
Potential Solutions to Problems
Associated with Landfills
Response to the pbtential problems of recreational parks that have
been developed over sanitary landfills centers around solutions to such
problems that have been employed by various sites across the nation.
S:lutions to the problem of leachate at landfill sites first centers
on the preventive method of separating the waste from the groundwater
level by a minimum of 10 feet which is the current restriction in the
state of Wisconsin (Wisconsin Solid Waste, 1982).
restrictions enforced by Wisconsin statutes

Other preventive

include~

prohibition of

disposal of refuse within areas where it is likely that waste will be
washed by flood waters into any surface water and prohibition of the
location of a land disposal site within 1,000 feet of a lake, pond, or
flowage; within 300 feet of a river or stream; or where the Department
of Natural Resources demonstrates reasonable probability of detrimental
effects of surface water (Wisconsin Solid Waste, 1982).
The design of the landfill site can have a great effect on the con
tamination of groundwater by leachate resulting from a landfill site.
The most commcn means of control is an impermeable liner to control the
movement of fluids.

A well compacted natural clay soil of 1 to 3-foot
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thickness would act as a membrane on all sides of the waste to contain
the fluid (Brunner and Keller, 1972).
The following three alternatives to abate and prevent leachate con
tamination were presented in a groundwater pollution study (Zanoni, 1971).
The first alternative would utilize a knowledge of exist
ing hydrogeologic conditions at the site which would favorably
control the rate and direction of leachate migration from natural
renovation. • . .
The second alternative suggested would be at those sites
where it is found that the leachates cannot be satisfactorily
assimilated because of hydrogeological situations, to provide
engineering facilities for the collection and treatment of the
leachate produced . . .
Finally, the third alternative suggested is a combination
of the first two where limited collection facilities are con
structed to supplement natural conditions. (Zanoni, pp. 13 and
14, 1971)
I!. surveys, groundwater pollution has been cited in 6% to 9% of the
sites responding; however, there are few recorded instances of serious
groundwater pollution problems linked to leachates from landfills
(Zanoni, 1971).
Solutions to the problems of settlement are not quite as thorough.
Solutions to settlement deal primarily with pre-planned efforts and
regrading.

Pre-planning of areas that are to be used for buildings has

resulted in establishing islands of undisturbed soils that are bypassed
during site operations (Brunner and Keller, 1972).

Areas that have

successfully supported structures have been located on the edges, or on
peninsulas of undisturbed soils.
Solutions to the problems of gases at landfill sites involve
different means for the various aspects of the problems.

Response to

the problems of explosion or combustion center on providing adequate
ventilation.

Proper means of ventilation greatly reduce the necessary
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compaction ratio needed to make methane gas explosive.

The City of

La Crosse utilizes a negative pressure gas collection system to pro
tect its municipal service facilities buildings which were constructed
in the middle of a landfill site.

The La Crosse system consists of

collection wells spaced approximately 70 feet apart around the peri
meter of the site.

The wells consist of augered holes, 24 inches in

diameter, which reach to the depth of the water table.

Construction

to this depth enables the ground water to act as a natural barrier to
gas migration (Caffrey, 1979).

The wells are connected to two header

lines which are 3 feet' below the ground surface.

The blower intake with

draws the gas to be vented to the atmosphere through a 20-foot stack
(Caffrey, 1979).
include:

Other alternatives to the gas problem of explosion

impermeable liner in a gravel trench

wit~

construction of a

clay cut-off trench, or the more frequently utilized foundation vent
ing system of a false basement with venting to the atmosphere through
the ceiling (Caffrey, 1979).

Since methane is lighter than air, it

would not present a problem if it were allowed to escape directly to
the atmosphere.
Controlling the ability of gases to migrate has involved several
alternatives.

The Township of Cherry Hill, New Jersey encountered the

problem of gases migrating from a city park some 90 feet to homeowners'
basements.

The solution involved the installation of a convective gas

venting system around the landfill (Flowers, et aI, 1977).

Cinnaminson,

New Jersey installed a series of deep vertical wells to evacuate land
fill gases that had been migrating through a farmer's field killing
crops of tomatoes, corn, sweet potatoes and rye.

This positive extrac

tion system has apparently pulled the gas out of the farm fields (Flowers,
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et al, 1977).

Solutions to the problem of migration of gases have

centered on the ability to vent off the gases before they migrate
beyond the barriers of the landfill.
The third problem associated with gases resulting from a land
fill site is that of the inability to establish plantings other than
grasses.

Measures to control vegetation growth problems include re

moving the landfill gas from the vegetation area; use of tolerant
plant species, e.g., black gum, Norway spruce, and ginkgo; and suitable
planting techniques (Flowers, et al, 1977).

Other identified control

measures include a mounding of soil over the existing cover, and a
lined and vented trench backfilled with suitable soil (Leone, et al,
1979).
Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to acquaint one with the purpose
of landfill sites, advantages of employing sanitary landfills, the
relationship of landfills to recreational parks, problems associated
with landfills, and potential solutions to those problems.

Review of

the related literature supported many instances of recreational parks
that have been developed over landfills.

Additionally, the varied

problems of landfills are ident.ified hut.,

unfortunately, the solutions

have yet to be adequately rectified and implemented into working sites.

CHAPTER III
METHODS
The intent of this study was twofold--one to determine the prob
lems encountered at recreational parks that have been developed over
sanitary landfills in the state of Wisconsin; and two, to identify
solutions that have been employed to rectify the problems encountered
at sites in the state of Wisconsin .

.

A questionnaire was devised and personnel at identified, selected
sites were personally interviewed to compile data.

Data was compiled

from the questionnaires and reviewed by the case study method.
Site Selection
The state was divided into six geographic districts as devised by
the Department of Natural Resources, State of Wisconsin.

These divi

sions were selected based on geographic boundaries and related to the
records and divisions of the Department of Natural Resources; refer to
map (Appendix A).

It was the intent of this writer to obtain equal

representation from each section of Wisconsin.
wen:~

::;t=lt=cted

However, four districts

on the basis of this writer's ability to identify recrea

tional parks which have been developed over sanitary landfills.

In"

those districts where more than one appropriate site was identified,
the site serving the greater population was selected.

When there was

more than one site serving the population, that site with the most
detailed background was selected.

When population and background were

equal, the site with the greater acreage was selected.
20
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Means to identify sites included written and verbal communication
with the Bureau of Solid Waste Management of the Department of Natural
Resources; written communication with the Bureau of Aid Programs of the
Department of Natural Resources; verbal communication with the Solid
Waste Coordinator in each district of the Department of Natural Resources;
written and verbal communication with the Wisconsin Parks and Recreation
Association; written communication with Eldredge Engineering Associates,
Inc. of Oak Brook, Illinois; verbal communication with the Sanborn
Group, landscape architects of Madison, Wisconsin; verbal communications
with Gremmer and Bablitch Engineering, consultants in park design,
Stevens Point, Wisconsin; verbal communication with Warzen Engineering
of Madison, Wisconsin; verbal communication with the Residual Waste
Management consultants on solid waste, Madison, Wisconsin; and verbal
communication with personnel of individual cities and towns in the North
Central District and the Northwest District of the Department of Natu
ral Resources.
The sites and districts selected were:

Southern District, Demetral

Park, City of Madison; Southeast District, Omega Hills, United Waste
Management, Germantown; Lake Michigan District, Red Arrow Park, City of
Oshkosh; West Central District, Carrol Field, City of La Crosse.

There

were no identified sites that met the criteria of a modified sanitary
landfill or sanitary landfill with a recreational park developed over
the landfill in the Northwest District or the North Central District.
Development of Questionnaire
The questionnaire (Appendix B) was developed based on the 1977
nationwide survey of landfill sites completed by Eldredge Engineering
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Associates, Inc. (Eldredge, 1982).

The Eldredge survey was selected

as a basis because of the similarity of the desired response.

The

questionnaire used by the writer is similar to Eldredge's in that
both were concerned with end uses of landfills.

The questionnaire

used for this study concentrated more on specific problems and solu
tions of landfills developed for recreational use.

Eldredge's survey

centered on the broad problems, not on solutions; and on the variety
of end uses in addition to recreation.
The questionnaire (Appendix B) was divided into four sections.

I0e first section identified the background and basic logistics of
the site.

The second section sought answers regarding the design of

the landfill.

Section three emphasized specific problems and solutions

at each site.

The

l~=t

section dealt with identifying the use of build

ings, end use designer, and recreational facilities at each site.
The questionnaire used in this study was also reviewed by Mr.
Edwin Sanborn of the Sanborn Group, Landscape Architects, Madison,
Wisconsin, and Mr. Ted Jusczyk, Project Engineer of Residuals Manage
ment Technology, Inc. for purposes of clarification and professional
expertise.
Procedures
Upon selection of sites, arrangements were made with site per
sonnel for a personal interview.

The interview included an introduc

tory statement, explanation of the study, the questionnaire, and a
site visitation to photograph the recreational park.

The interview

included the researcher and the individual best suited to provide a
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a background of the site as selected by the personnel at each site.
This researcher felt that with the limited number of sites (N=4) it
was feasible to perform an on-site interview to obtain the most
accurate background and information at each site.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The questionnaire results are presented by the case study format
due to the limited number (N=4) of sites.
Results
Carrol Field
Carrol Field of La Crosse, Wisconsin is a government operated,
owned, and maintained parkland.

The 180 acres surrounding Carrol Field

are the major part of the area known as the Isle de Plume.
acre area was identified as a landfill area for 50 years.
years the site was utilized as a sanitary landfill.

The 180
The last few

The ballfield area

of Carrol Field is part of the Isle de Plume but encompasses less than
15 acres.
Information for this site was obtained from Mr. Pat Caffrey, Physi
cal Engineer for the City of La Crosse.

Mr. Caffrey was instrumental

in the design of the gas removal system which surrounds the municipal
vehicle building that is on a part of the Isle de Plume which is sur
rounded by disposed waste.
Carrol Field is essentially an industrial area.

The site received

residential, commercial, and industrial waste over an area which was
previously lowlands.

o

The depth of the fill is estimated to be in the

to 10-foot range with the depthoflO feet the most prevalent through

out the Carrol Field site.

The ballfield area has a depth of 2 to 5

feet of cover material with a 6-inch layer of topsoil.
24

This site did
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not employ a special liner material.

The borders of the Mississippi

River to the west and a drainage ditch to the east act as controls for
gas migration.
The distance of waste material to ground water is not dlscriminated.
The entire Isle de Plume area has been known to be below river level in
certain spring floods.
The area of Isle de Plume was last used as a disposal site in 1976.
However, the Carrol Field area has been a developed recreational park
since 1969, 13 years of recreational use.
Mr. Caffrey stated that there have never been any problems related
to leachate contamination of ground water or to utilities.

The waters

of the Mississippi are monitored above the Isle de Plume site and below
the site to test for leachate contamlnation.

This biannual report,

which is filed with the Department of Natural Resources, has not shown
any levels of contamination.

Any potential problems relating to utili

ties are avoided by either putting utilities below the level of the
waste or backfilling to utility trenches with sand.

Utility pipes are

also wrapped with polyethylene to avoid corrosion.
The Isle de Plume area has encountered problems of settlement.

A

park shelter outside of the Carrol Field area is experiencing cracks in
the floor and separation of an observation deck from the main structure.
There are no buildings in the Carrol Field area.

There have never been

any cracks in the cover material, but differential settlement has been
a constant problem.

The solution to differential settlement at Carrol

Field has been to fill, regrade, and reseed the area.

In 1976, 960

yards of topsoil were delivered to the site to re-establish contours.
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It is estimated that settlement of Carrol Field proceeds at 0 to I foot
per year.
The problems of combustion/explosion of gases, damage to plants
from gases, and migration of gases have not been present at the Carrol
Field site.

Mr. Caffrey stated that there have never been any explo

sions of gases at the site.

However, when monitoring wells were being

installed, the welder's torch started a flame in the vents.
Only grasses have been planted at Carrol Field and those species
have maintained well.

There were and are no trees at the site.

Mr.

Caffrey stated that with the area surrounded by water, the migration
of gas is not a problem because the gases cannot travel through water.
The area of Carrol Field includes one lighted softball field with
spectator seating for facilities.

T:.is site and facilities were designed

by the City of La Crosse.
There are no buildings at the Carrol Field site.

The Isle de

Plume area houses the municipal garages for the City of La Crosse.
The negative pressure system to control methane gas at this building
is reviewed in the second chapter.
Demetral Park
Demetral Park located in Madison, Wisconsin is part of the City of
Madison Park System.

Mr. Forrest Bradley is the Assistant Park Super

intendent and supplied the information on Demetral Park.
This site is operated and maintained by the City of Madison.
Demetral Park was formerly a sanitary landfill of 28 acres which accepted
residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural wastes.

The site

borders a residential area on one side and an industrial area on the
other.

No liner of any type has been employed at this site which has a
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depth of fill in the 11 to 20-foot range with a 2 to 5-foot range of
cover.

Demetral Park was last used as a disposal site in 1972 and has

been utilized as a recreational park for the last 10 years.
There have not been any identified problems of leachate contamina
tion or corrosion of utilities at the Demetral Park site.
Madison does not monitor Demetral Park for leachates.
ures have been taken to avoid corrosion of pipes.

The City of

Preventive meas

All pipes are graded

to drain by gravity flow, and all utilities are surrounded by a bedding
of sand for protection .

.

Preventive measures have also been taken to avoid settlement prob
lems with the shelter.

First, the shelter was constructed on the edge

of the landfill on an area which received minimum fill.
area was surcharged to a 150% compaction ratio.

Secondly, the

Thirdly, the shelter

was designed to sit on a floating slab to minimize settling.

Although

Demetral Park has not experienced any cracks in the cover material,
differential settlement has _been a constant problem.

Differential

settlement is estimated to be 6 to 8 inches per year which results in
damage to tennis courts and parking areas.

Damage due to uneven con

tours and casual water has also been encountered.

The solution to

differential settlement on the playing areas has been to fill, regrade
and reseed the area.

No solution has been employed to repair the tennis

courts and parking area.
Demetral Park has not experienced any problem with gas migration
or with combustion/explosion of gases.
been quite extensive.

The damage to plantings has

Mr. Bradley stated that hundreds of trees and

shrubs were killed as a result of the gases.

Dozens of varieties were

unsuccessfully planted, with only the grasses being established.

Other
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solutions include:

change species, use younger trees, plant more

shrubbery and fewer trees, plant only on the fringes of the landfill,
and plant "rough" species of trees.
The facilities at Demetral Park include a 50 x 70-foot shelter
with rest rooms which was completed in 1974.

The shelter provides for

venting of gases via channel blocks and a central venting stack to avoid
gas problems.

Othe recreational features, which were all developed by

the City of Madison, include tennis courts, playground equipment, and
two lighted athletic fields with spectator seating.
Omega Hills Recreational Development
The Omega Hills recreational facility, in Germantown, Wisconsin,
is the only privately owned facility in this study.

Mr. Tom Phillippi,

staff engineer, supplied information for this site.

This sanitary land

fill site accepted residential and industrial waste into the industrial
area site.

Omega Hills was previously a stone quarry which also had a

deposit of clay.

This clay was used to line the sides, bottom, and top

of the site to a thickness of 2 feet.

Omega Hills' 83 acres are filled

to a depth range of 21 to 40 feet, with a 2-foot liner of clay and 6
inches of topsoil.
The lower depth of waste material is intermixed with the ground
water levels.

The resulting leachate contaminate of ground water is a

constant problem for Omega Hills, Lauer I.

This site employs a leach

ate collection system which transports an average of 20,000 gallons
per day to the Milwaukee Sewer Treatment System for treatment.

Addi

tionally, Lauer I previously encountered a problem of leachate con
taminating a man-made pond on site.

Working in conjunction with the

Department of Natural Resources, the Omega Hills recreational facility
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installed a clay cut-off wall, 2,000 feet in length to the depth of 35
feet.

This retaining wall ties in with the base clay liner which is

also 2 feet thick.

The liner and retaining wall greatly reduces the

leachate contaminating the ponc.

Omega Hills has not encountered any

problems with corrosion of utilities due to the limited above-ground
utility use.
There are no permanent buildings at Omega Hills and hence no prob
lems related to settling and buildings. The differential settlement of
material is in the 0 to l-foot range.

Even though cracks have never

been a problem at this site, it has still been necessary to fill, regrade,
and reseed periodically.
Gases present at Omega Hills have resulted in minimal spot kill of
grasses.

The trees have not been harmed up to the current time.

The

trees, which are planted on mounds, have only been on the site for 3 to

5 years.

As at the other sites, Omega Hills has never encountered com

bustion or explosion of gases.

The use of the clay liner is believed

to have controlled the migration of gases with no problems having been
reported.
Omega Hills was last used as a disposal site in 1973.

The Mil

waukee Kickers, an amateur soccer team, has been utilizing the 6 soccer
fields of Omega Hills since 1977.

The specifically selected plantings

were based on a design by the owner/designer, Waste Management of Wis
consin.

The 6 soccer fields, goal posts, limited spectator seating,

and concession trailer are the facilities at Omega Hills, Lauer I,
recreational development.
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Red Arrow Park
Red Arrow Park of Oshkosh, Wisconsin is
Oshkosh.

op~rated

by the City of

Mr. Boyd Kraemer, Director of Parks, was the contact person

who supplied information at this site.

This former modified sanitary

landfill site of Oshkosh received residential, commercial, and indus
trial waste.

An area that was once considered lowland, it received a

constant 12 feet of waste to fill 30 acres.

One of the features of Red

Arrow Park is the sledding hill which was constructed of waste.

This

sledding hill and the rest of the park are covered with earth in the
range of 0 to 3 feet.

The top of the hill and the south face are void

of cover due to the erosion caused by people sledding.
There is little protection against ground water pollution with a
range of 0 to 5 feet separating the disposed waste from the ground water
level.

There is no liner employed at Red Arrow Park to contain the

waste or leachate.
Although there has not been any reported problem relating to leach
ate, the question could not be answered in detail.

The City of Oshkosh

does not monitor the bordering stream to determine ground water pollu
tion.

There have not been any reported problems of corrosion of utili

ties due to leachate.
Problems of settlement have been reported at Red Arrow Park.
Settling has resulted in cracked floors and walls at the building on
site.

All pipes are wrapped in polyethylene and embedded in sand-filled

trenches to combat the danger of broken pipes.
has been a constant problem.

Differential settlement

Settling at the rate of 12 to 18 inches per

year, the area has been fill dumped, regraded, and seeded 3 times in the
past 5 years.

!~
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The formation of and subsequent damages caused by gases have
resulted in a constant problem with the plants at Red Arrow Park.
After several failures with conventional planting techniques, mounds
have been constructed that support the young trees.

The mounds have

successfully supported the trees for 3 years and also screen the poor
open grounds at the park.

In addition to the settling problem, Red

Arrow Park has spotting of areas that do not support grass cover.
The trees and shrubs on the mounds were not specifically selected on
the basis that this area was previously a landfill site.

Red Arrow

Park has never experienced any problems bf combustion or explosion of
gases, or of damages resulting from migration of gases.
The end use designer of Red Arrow Park was the City of Oshkosh.
The park was last used as a

disposa~

site in 1969.

The site has been

utilized as a recreational park since that time, a total of 13 years
of recreational use.
in 1975.

The restroom building on the site was constructed

This 16 x 20-foot building was constructed on a floating slab

with no provision made for gas release.
Park include:

Other facilities at Red Arrow

athletic fields, picnic area, playground equipment, and

adjacent to the landfill area are a swimming pool and a bathhouse.
Di~cu~~ion

of Results

A total of four sites participated in this study.

Three of the

four sites were operated by a municipal government with the Omega Hills
site being a private enterprise.

Three of the sites were operated as

sanitary landfills with Red Arrow Park a modified sanitary landfill.
All four sites received both residential and industrial wastes.

Three
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of the sites also received commercial waste; Omega Hills did not receive
commercial waste.
Three of the sites were located in industrial areas; Red Arrow Park
is in a residential area.

Swamp/lowland described three sites prior to

their use as disposal areas; Omega Hills was a quarry.
The sites ranged in acreage from less than 15 to 82 acres.

The

depth of fill material ranged from less than 10 feet to 40 feet.
cover material varied from 0 to 5 feet.
waste at all of the sites.

The

Ground water levels mixed with

Only 1 site attempted to control gases and

leachate by use of a liner, Omega Hills.
These selected sites have not been used as disposal sites for
periods of from 6 to 13 years.
Corrosion of utilities was not a problem at any of the sites.
Problems of contamination of ground water were prevalent at one site;
only Carrol Field of the remaining three sites monitored for leachate.
Settlement problems were the most common and constant of the
identified problems.

Difficulties dealing with buildings was only a

problem at one of the two sites that has a building.

None of the

sites identified cracking of cover material as a problem.

Differential

settlement of grounds was identified as a constant and costly problem at
every site.
as a problem.

Every site identified settling of zero to one foot per year
Every site has filled the area, regraded to re-establish

original planned contours, and seeded the area for a second or third
time.
Demetral Park and Red Arrow Park have attempted to grow trees with
normal planing procedures and both have failed due to interference by
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gases.

Construction of mounds has proved a short-range solution at

Omega Hills and Red Arrow Park.

These two sites which have employed

the use of mounds have had success for from three to five years.

Only

Omega Hills employed specific selection of plants on the basis that
they would be planted over a landfill site.
None of the sites has encountered problems of explosion or com
bustion of gases or migration of gases.
All of the sites employed staff personnel to plan the end use of
the landfill site for a recreational park.

The four sites all feature

athletic fields as the'main park facility.

Other facilities are:

shelters, restrooms, playground equipment, passive picnic areas, one
swimming pool, and one set of tennis courts.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This study identified problems and solutions to those problems of
recreational parks that have been developed over selected sanitary
landfills in the State of Wisconsin.

Selection of four districts of

the Department of Natural Resources, and an identified site within
each district, was based on geographic representation and the ability
of the researcher to identify sites.

An intervj_ew to complete a

questionnaire was held at each site.
Data was analyzed by the case study method.

Each site was exam

ined as to background, design of the landfill, specific problems
encountered, solutions to the problems applied at each site, and end
use design and recreational facilities of the site.
Conclusions
Through site visitations and analysis of the data collected, the
following are conclusions based on this study of recreational parks
that have been developed over selected sanitary landfill sites in Wis
consin:
1.

Problems regarding leachate contamination of subsurface water

were evident at Omega Hills.
tion.

Carrol Field did not monitor any contamina

Red Arrow Park and Demetral Park did not monitor for leachate

contamination.

Site visitation to Red Arrow Park leads this writer to

to believe that leachate contamination is evident.
34

It should be noted
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that when a site does not monitor for leachate, it should not be inter
preted that leachate contamination does not exist.
2.

Preventive maintenance to protect utility lines has proven

successful at the observed sites.
3.

Differential settlement has resulted in lowering of contours,

and subsequent maintenance, at all sites observed.
4.

Design standards and location of landfill sites have greatly

reduced problems with buildings at observed sites.
5.

Combustion or explosion of gases has not been a problem at the

observed sites.
6.

Lateral movement of gases beyond the landfill site has not

been a problem at the observed sites.

Lateral movement of gases can

be determined by monitoring of gases; none of the sites enforce this
monitoring.

Damage to plantings adjacent to the landfill sites can

also signify movement of gases.

None of the observed sites exhibited

damage to vegetation in adjacent areas.

7.

Gases present at the landfill sites and failure to control/

ventilate these gases have resulted in the lack of established plantings
at the observed sites.
Recommendations
The recommendations are divided into two sections.

The first will

deal with recommendations to the designers and maintenance people in
volved with recreational parks over sanitary landfills.

The second sec

tion will deal with recommendations for future study.
This study led to the following recommendations for recreational
parks developed over sanitary landfills pertaining to site design and
maintenance.
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1.

Complete a geological survey of surface and subsurface water

flow prior to site development.

A geological stlrvey will aid in deter

mining the flow of contaminated water which can then be purified by
treatment.
2.

Install monitoring wells to test for possible contamination

of subsurface water.
3.

Locate asphalt tennis courts on areas adjacent to, or areas

other than, sanitary landfill sites.

Construct parking areas of

gravel or crushed stone rather than asphalt.
4.

Locate permanent structures, i.e., buildings, adjacent to the

landfill site.
5.

Take precautions to ensure ventilation of gases.

Control methane gas to provide a constructive means of energy

and heat.
6.

Allow for extensive use of adjacent land to support buildings

and groupings of trees when planning a sanitary landfill site which will
be used for a recreational park.
7.

Support trees and shrubs on a sanitary landfill portion of a

site by excavating waste material and backfilling with appropriate
earth to nurture the plantings.
piping.

Ventilate gases via crushed stone or

Provide a surrounding trench filled, clay retaining wall to

control migration of gases and leachate that could harm the plantings.
8.

Select trees proven by research to be more adaptable to landfill

sites, e.g., black gum, Norway spruce, and ginkgo.

9.

Reduce the amount of waste deposited in a sanitary landfill by

means of recycling, composting, and clean air incineration.
are necessary due to increasing costs and a shortage of sites.

These means
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This study led to the following recommendations for future study:

I

I

I
~

1.

Conduct a similar study encompassing a greater number of sites.

2.

Study recreational parks that have been developed over any

type of landfill.
3.

Study specific problems of leachate, settlement, or gas control

at recreational parks that have been developed over landfill sites.
4.

Conduct a study pertaining to the cost factors of developing

recreational parks over landfill sites.
5.

Study specific means to support trees and large shrubs in

recreational parks that have been developed over landfill sites in a
long-time study
6.

e~ceeding

five years.

Study the composition of waste and the resulting settlement at

landfill sites to determine if settlement can be reduced.
7.

Study the interaction of ground water into deposited waste and

how to control the resulting contamination.
8.

It has been recommended that islands of undisturbed soil be

used to support buildings (Brunner and Keller, 1972).

It has also been

determined that such islands do not maintain their shape or composition
(Bradley, 1982).

This writer recommends that further study be made of

this proposal to determine its surc@ss.
9.

It has been recommended that mounding of soil over the existing

cover be used to support plantings (Leone, et aI, 1979).

In one instance

this method supported trees successfully for three years and then the
trees died (Bradley, 1982).

A study to investigate this procedure of

establishing plantings to determine the success should be conducted.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

2.
3.

Si te Name:
Address:
Contact Person:

4.

Site operated by:
government
private enterprise
unknown
other

5.

Operation:
open
burning
sanitary landfill
combination
other

6.

7.

8.

10.

Average depth of fill:
0- 10 feet
11- 20 feet
21- 40 feet
41- 80 feet
81-100 feet
101+ feet
Deepest:

11.

Waste receipt:
residential
commercial
industrial
hazardous
agricultural

Depth of
0- 1
2- 5
6-10
Exacc:

12.

Location of site:
urban area
suburban area
--- residential area
industrial area
rural area

Distance from waste disposal
to groUl,J water:
0- 5 feet
6-10 feet
11+ feet
Exact:

13.

Liner composition:
clay, depth:
plastic, thickness:
other, describe:

Previous site description:
gravel or sand pit
stone quarry
clay pit

14.

Approximate date the site was
last used as a disposal site:

--- mineral mine

15.

A!J!JI"uxlmdL.~ nUITJl.>~r·

ravine
swamp, lowland
other, describe
9.

Approximate site acreage:
less than 15 acres
16- 40 acres
41- 80 acres
81-160 acres
---161+ acres
Exact:

cover:
foot
feet
feet

uf years

site was utilized as a
recreational park:
0- 2 years
3- 5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21+ years
Exact:

46
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Leachate
16.

Reported problems relating to leachate contamination of sub
surface ground water:
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Constant)

Solution employed:

17.

Reported problems relating to corrosion and damage to utilities:
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Constant)

Solution employed:

Settlement
18.

Reported problems relating to differential settling (effects on
buildings):
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Constant)

4

5

(Constant)

Solution employed:

19.

Cracks in cover material:
(Never)

1

2

3

Solution employed:

20.

Differential settlement of grounds:
(Never)

1

2

3

Solution employed:

21.

Amount of yearly settling:
0- 1 foot
2- 4 feet
5- 7 feet
8-10 feet
10+ feet
Solution employed:

4

5

(Constant)

47
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Gases
22.

Reported problems relating to gases (damage to plantings):
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Constant)

Solution employed:
23.

Damage due to combustion/explosion of gases:
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Constant)

Solution employed:
24.

Damage due to gas migration on or off site:
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Constant)

Solution employed:

25.

Were specific plantings selected on the basis of development over
a sanitary landfill site?
yes
no

Designer and Facilities
26.

End use designer
commercial contract
municipality or owner/operator
other, describe

27.

Facilities of recreational park:
athletic fields
picnic area, passive recreation
pond
swirmning pool
tennis courts
playground equipment

other, describe
28.

i

Building construction
Use:
Dimensions:
Date of construction:
Type of foundation:
Gas control provision:
Maintenance problems:

1
:1
i

'f

'j

J

Solutionis employed:

